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What is included?
• Daily Briefings are published each day and provide up-to-the-minute analysis of global events as they happen. 

•  A five-year archive containing over 20,000 briefings, provides a timeline of local events and their impact both within the  
region and globally.

Browse all content here: https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/briefings  
(Bookmark the page so that you can quickly access the content at any time)

Putting focus on the issues affecting us all, here are some recent examples:

For a limited time, we have access to current and archive Expert Briefings content. Capturing the unbiased analysis of independent business 
leaders and academics on political, social and economic events, Expert Briefings meticulously examine the implications and impact of global 
emerging trends and developments.

Expert Briefing Graphical Analysis

Education Latin American education failings weigh on progress Stimulating skills is key to emerging markets growth

Health Boosting local agency improves health aid outcomes
Health preparedness and trade affect COVID-19 
exposure

Human rights & inequality Pandemic will widen major gender gaps EU measures are curbing Mediterranean migration

Economy
The great GDP contraction may herald huge  
crowding out

Regional inequality may widen as China’s GDP 
recovers

Politics
Place-based economic policies see political 
resistance

Differing priorities of age groups polarise politics

International relations Cyberspace will evade international legal framework EU-27 will maintain unity on Brexit despite challenges

Technology Pandemic will boost global use of cloud computing
Pandemic deepens impact of global technological 
gaps

Military & security Chad military action has not ended jihadist threat Iran will use flexible anti-US Middle East strategies

Law & judicial
New law will boost Indonesian mining in the long 
term

Gender friendly business and law policies need 
impetus

Energy & the environment Africa’s energy future will pose challenges Middle East faces energy diversification challenges

Industry
Weak GDP may delay policymakers’ ‘Industry 4.0’ 
plans

Big tech’s share of some finance segments will surge

Media Online streaming will transform media consumption Online disinformation campaigns will proliferate

Religion China will promote Party-friendly religion Religious shifts may alter Arab politics and society

Tourism
Tourism will settle to a new normal after the 
pandemic

Coronavirus will hit tourism-driven economies’ 
growth

Food & agriculture Pandemic to deepen food insecurity beyond 2020 Food can be a politically volatile issue

Share your thoughts…
Now that you have had a chance to search and browse through Expert Briefings, share your thoughts with this quick 5 question survey.

Guides available to users 
For help accessing content on Emerald Insight, take a look at Emerald’s guides and resources.

Join us in making a Real Impact.
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